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Personalized Gift Bags

Materials needed:
• inexpensive felt bags
• Kreinik Iron-on Threads. For the tree bag, we used 1/8" Ribbon 6300 Meadow and 6010 Pearl. For the deer bag, we used
Medium #16 Braid 6130 Red, 6020 Silver.
• Mini Craft Iron or home iron
• Kreinik Adhesive Press Cloth (small size to fit a mini iron, or
large for a home iron)
• misc buttons, decorations as desired (note: you can find packages of mini ornaments in craft stores and dollar stores. )

Instructions:
1. If your iron isn't coated with a non-stick surface, you will
want to put the Adhesive Press Cloth on the plate. This keeps
the heat-activated adhesive in the thread from sticking to your
iron. When your iron is cool, simply peel the backer off the Adhesive Press Cloth and lay it flat on the plate of the iron.
2. Turn your iron on to high heat and let it heat thoroughly.
3. Decorate your bag as desired using the Kreinik Iron-on
Threads. Follow the outline of any appliques that may be on the
bag, for instance. Be creative and have fun. Here's how to use
the iron-on thread: lay the Braid or Ribbon at a starting point on
your sleep mask, and press with the hot iron for several seconds
until the thread adheres. Continue working your design this
way, following your template, until the design is complete.
4. If desired, add buttons and decorations using sewing thread
and a sharp needle.

How to make rick-rack from Kreinik
1/8” Iron-on Ribbon:

Tap the end until the thread ravels a little bit. Grasp one of the fibers and pull,
The ribbon will start to crumple; with
your other hand, move the crumples
down as you continue pulling the fiber.
Iron down as desired.
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